Three Reasons Why Publishing with Exchanges Benefits YOUR Research Career

Exchanges is a quality-assured, interdisciplinary scholar-led, publication-fee free, open access journal with a focus on disseminating research from new and early career scholars. But why should you choose to publish with us? Here’s three reasons why authors choose Exchanges as their preferred publication destination:

**Build Your Global, Trans-disciplinary, Reputation!**
Because we’re an interdisciplinary, not niche disciplinary, journal Exchanges articles are read by a surprisingly broad audience. Our most popular articles have hundreds and thousands of annual downloads, reaching around the world in every field. **Serious about crossing disciplinary boundaries in your research career? Then publishing with us means your visibility within the global academy will increase!**

**Make Your Scholarly Voice Heard!**
Many major journals limit articles considered for publication to only the most significant, ground-breaking or world-class texts, to enhance their title’s metrics. Exchanges refuses to play these impact games, so if you’ve got a credible and insightful manuscript which passes our quality-assurance processes: we’ll publish it! **Got something original, or exciting to say about research? Then publishing with us means a greater chance of seeing your work published!**

**An Editorial Board Which Understands You!**
Early career researchers don’t just publish with Exchanges, they run the journal too. Our mission is to support the dissemination and development of original scholarly research from emerging authors. Through our supportive publication processes, the editorial team will guide you in producing your best possible article. **Keen to improve your academic voice and authorial clarity? Then publishing with us means your authorship will developed by working with other early career researchers**

To find out more about writing for Exchanges visit our site, or contact the Editor to discuss how we can help you publish your next article.

✉️ exchangesjournal@warwick.ac.uk

@ExchangesIAS
Exchanges
The Interdisciplinary Research Journal

A peer-reviewed, open access, scholar-led, international, interdisciplinary research journal, championing publications from early career and doctoral researchers; published biannually by the University of Warwick’s Institute of Advanced Study, UK, and their Global Research Partners*.

Exchanges has a rich heritage of fostering new voices and emerging domain experts, from all disciplines. It has a global readership interested in research intersectionality, interdisciplinarity and multidisciplinarity. Alongside an open call, it periodically makes thematic paper submissions invitations.

**Open Call for Papers**
High-quality submissions in various formats from scholars and practitioners working across all academic fields are always welcome. First-time, author submissions from previously unpublished scholars are especially desirable.

**Article Submission Formats**

**Conversations**: Interview dialogues with significant research figures, focusing on interdisciplinary contributions and scholarly insights. (3,000-5,000 words)

**Research Papers**: Articles exploring the outcomes, application or impact from original, unpublished research. (4,000-6,000 words)

**Review Papers**: Summaries of the current understanding on topics, highlighting key papers and authors, developing trends and current thought. (3,000-5,000 words)

**Critical Reflections**: Evaluative, reflexive critiques, opinions or insights into conference and symposia, emerging research areas or new texts. (1,000-3,000 words)

---

**Contact the Editor**
The Editor-in-Chief invites discussions on proposed articles, special issues, themes or general enquiries.

exchangesjournal@warwick.ac.uk

---

*Including: Monash University (Australia), Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium), L’Université Paris Seine (France) and Shanghai Jiao Tong University (China)